Designing targeted libraries with genetic algorithms.
In combinatorial synthesis, molecules are assembled by linking chemically similar fragments. Because the number of available chemical fragments often greatly exceeds the number that can be used in one synthetic experiment, one needs a rational method for choosing a subset of desirable fragments. If a combinatorial library is to be targeted against a particular biological activity, virtual screening methods can be used to predict which molecules in a virtual library are most likely to be active. When the number of possible molecules in a virtual library is very large, genetic algorithms (GAs) or simulated annealing can be used to quickly find high-scoring molecules by sampling a small subset of the total combinatorial space. We previously demonstrated how a GA can be used to select a subset of fragments for a combinatorial library, and we used topology-based methods of scoring. Here we extend that earlier work in three ways. (1) We demonstrate use of the GA with 3D scoring methods developed in our laboratory. (2) We show that the approach of assembling libraries from fragments in high-scoring molecules is a reasonable one. (3) We compare results from a library-based GA to those from a molecule-based GA.